Information for Schools & Community-Based Organizations

signal success
Be career ready.

Measurable & Actionable
Research-Based & Relevant
Comprehensive & Customizable
Whether you are planning a fifteen hour training for a small group of students, or looking for a comprehensive curriculum that can reach all your students, the Signal Success curriculum has the content to meet your needs. Through our structured needs assessment process, we work with you to identify the learning objectives and implementation model that will help your youth succeed. We are committed to providing our partners with customized curriculum solutions that fit every aspect. From a specific blend of topics to lesson accommodations for different learners to unit and lesson plans that fit the exact time constraints- we structure Signal Success to your context.

**Sample Implementation Model**

**Whole School** - 20-40 hours per grade level of stage/age appropriate content embedded into advisory, career readiness programming, or vocational offerings.

**Targeted Programming** - Elective offerings to engage students with work skills and concrete connections between academics and future career opportunities.

**Out of School Time** - Strategic training program to enhance internship, work readiness, positive youth development and career exploration programming.

“Signal Success’s comprehensive curriculum materials make it manageable to deliver high-quality career-readiness trainings to young people.”

-Patty Gorman, Career Specialist
PSW/Future Skills Institute
With Signal Success, students develop important non-cognitive skills, explore careers and future planning, and build the skills and assets to compete for jobs and internships. The curriculum spirals through these three major content domains to allow students multiple chances to practice skills and deepen understanding. All lessons are designed to engage students with a multi-modal approach and strong emphasis on the application of skills and concepts. Students are introduced to new concepts through short case study style readings and activities and then guided through applying these concepts to their own context. The curriculum includes a variety of assessment tools including competency-based portfolio measures, daily reflection options, summative reflection tasks, and survey tools for students and instructors.

**Delivery for Diverse Learners**

**English Language Learners** - Accommodations include increased visual support, simplified language, expanded speaking and listening practice, and an attention to relevant cultural issues.

**Over-age/Under-credit, SIFE** - Increased emphasis on self-efficacy, self-monitoring, executive functioning skills and immediate applicability of content all bolster student success.

**Youth Leadership Development** - Student-based projects, capstone activities, peer facilitation training and challenge activities provide a strong foundation for skill extension and leadership development.

“Teaching the curriculum has been a pleasure; it is well organized and has excellent supporting materials.”

-Kelli Collomb, Transition Coordinator, Malden High School
In order to support the successful implementation of Signal Success, CommCorp offers a range of customizable professional development services, such as live training workshops, webinar-style trainings, in-house and distance-based instructional coaching, co-facilitation, assessment and evaluation support, and technical assistance for leadership and planning committees.

In this workshop, participants explore how best to support a variety of learners (ELLs, students with SPED considerations, students with various experience and skill levels) by experiencing sample activities and working in small groups to strategize and facilitate model lessons. There is also ample opportunity to examine various models of differentiated instruction.

This workshop focuses on how to improve the desired outcomes of the Signal Success curriculum. Participants will explore how implementation choices impact success, strategies for serving diverse populations, techniques for elevating student skill gain and methods for responding to participant data. Significant time is dedicated to analyzing student data.

“CommCorp came in not just with a well-thought out curriculum that responded to students’ varying levels of experience, but they offered technical assistance and training to our instructors each step of the way.”

-Beatriz Zapater, Head of School, Boston Day and Evening Academy